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Abstract

Edge computing is increasingly being used in healthcare systems to cover some

of the shortcomings that have been revealed in traditional cloud computing.

Moving computing resources closer to the network edge can improve critical

medical systems’ latency, privacy, bandwidth, scalability, and energy consump-

tion. While this new computing paradigm brings new capabilities and op-

portunities to the medical domain, it requires an increasing amount of design

decisions to be made during the development of systems. Compared to closely

related fields like industrial edge computing, the medical domain has attracted

less attention when it comes to standardization. As the medical domain requires

different quality-of-service requirements, regulations, and evaluation metrics to

be considered, it can not be based on architectures from other domains. To this

end, we propose RAHEC, a reference architecture for edge computing focused

on the medical domain. It provides a high-level overview of edge computing

healthcare systems’ recommended products, services, and technologies. More

in-depth information originates from our three-dimensional reference model,

consisting of six layers, types of edges, and cross-layer concerns. It results in

216 views that can be considered in healthcare edge computing systems. To

show the added value and possible shortcomings of our proposed artifacts, we

implemented a proof-of-concept. It was shown that RAHEC can aid in making

design decisions at each layer of a medical system. However, it showed bias

towards cloud vendors’ products, lack of cross-layer concern consideration for

an entire system, and a generic view that causes excessive information to be

provided for simple use-cases.
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1

Introduction

The Internet of Things has successfully been used in healthcare to reduce pressure on

doctors and nurses (8). It has been deployed in many environments, including homes,

hospitals, and offices, increasing healthcare quality and reducing the cost (9). Commercial

wearables and IoT sensors have become popular products to help users gain insight into

general metrics about their health, for example, by tracing their daily steps, heart health,

sleep quality, calories burnt, and stress levels. Deloitte predicts that 320 million wearable

devices will be sold in 2022, increasing to 440 yearly sales in 2024 (10). This commercial

market is not the only contributor to the so-called Internet of Medical Things, hospitals

and other medical facilities have a significant contribution. For example, in the United

States, there is an average of 10-to-15 devices with some form of connectivity per patient

bed (11).

Cloud computing is often used in IoT healthcare systems to provide additional storage

and processing power (12). However, with the whole domain of IoT being predicted to

generate 73.1 Zettabyte of data in 2025 and the existence of new Quality of Service (QoS)

requirements, some limitations of traditional cloud computing have been revealed (13).

Considering the medical domain, one can imagine critical IoT systems that require QoS

requirements such as higher availability, response time, and robustness than cloud vendors

can offer (14). In recent years, a new computing paradigm has emerged to cover some of

these shortcomings of cloud computing, most often named edge computing (15). The fast-

growing field of edge computing has gained a lot of academia and industry attraction. IDC

predicts that $74 billion will be spent on edge computing hardware, software, and services

across all industries by 2025 (16). It has been shown to improve the latency, privacy,

bandwidth issues, scalability, and energy consumption of computing systems, which are

crucial for critical medical systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The term edge computing is used since the data processing is no longer primarily per-

formed by centralized nodes but also at the extreme of the network (edge). Data processed

closer to the IoT device that produces it requires fewer resources from centralized nodes,

thereby reducing network traffic and latency. This distributed approach has shown to en-

able new types of systems that cloud computing solutions find challenging to realize, such

as smart cities (17), autonomous vehicles (18), agricultural land management (19) and

virtual/augmented reality (VR/AR) (20).

Due to its wide variety of systems, multiple visions of edge computing exist. The three

overarching terms that are most common are edge computing, Fog Computing, and Multi-

access edge computing (MEC). Despite several attempts to establish standards for the def-

initions and architectures of edge computing, a variety of visions is still found in academia

and industry. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has pro-

vided a MEC reference architecture (21) that got adopted by many large companies such

as Vodafone, Apple, Samsung, and Intel1. However, being limited to MEC, it does not

cover all topics that are related to the field of edge computing. A more complete and

open-source lexicon of definitions is provided by the Linux Foundation2.

The variety of systems causes the entire stack (hardware to software) used in edge com-

puting systems to be very heterogeneous. EC systems come in many forms, from a system

running solely on an embedded device to a larger system sending data from an embedded

device to the cloud via an edge node. This variety and the lack of available reference

architectures for use cases causes developers of such systems to make many architectural

trade-offs instead of focusing on developing the actual system. Besides the technical chal-

lenges a developer faces, the evaluation of EC systems is non-trivial due to the vast amount

of different devices involved (22). Developers focused on healthcare EC systems need to

deal with additional complications caused by regulation, such as the GDPR3 for European

Union and the HIPPA4 for USA. To the best of our knowledge, no existing works consider

the regulation and required privacy for healthcare systems in their reference architectures.

To this end, this study proposes a reference architecture for developing edge computing

systems in the healthcare domain. The reference architecture aims to provide a broader

view than technical advice, including guidelines on the evaluation and compliance with the

regulation of edge computing healthcare systems. The main research question (RQ) and

two sub-questions (SQ) of this study are defined as follows:
1https://portal.etsi.org/TB-SiteMap/MEC/List-of-Members
2https://github.com/State-of-the-Edge/glossary/blob/master/edge-glossary.md
3https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2016/679/oj
4https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/index.html
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• How should we architect an edge computing system for healthcare systems? (RQ)

• How can edge computing systems for healthcare comply with law and regulation?

(SQ1)

• How can edge computing systems for healthcare be evaluated objectively? (SQ2)

The remainder of this study is organized in the following manner. Chapter 2 will in-

troduce the concepts of reference architecture, edge computing, and related paradigms.

Furthermore, it discusses the edge computing taxonomy adopted in this study. Chapter 3

will cover related work on edge computing and healthcare architectures, discussing their

value and how they differ from this study. Next, our proposed reference model and ar-

chitecture are explained in Chapter 4. To show the practical use of this study, a proof of

concept was made using the reference architecture and elaborated on in Chapter 5. Chap-

ter 6 answers the formulated research questions and provides open challenges for research

in healthcare edge computing.
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2

Background information

In this section, we give an overview of the key concepts to understand the characteristics of

the fields of edge computing for healthcare and reference architectures. First, the general

concept of a reference architecture is explained and its purpose is motivated. Secondly, a

taxonomy by the Linux Foundation Edge (LF-Edge) is described. Afterwards, important

terms frequently occurring in related literature are briefly explained and classified within

the taxonomy when applicable.

2.1 Reference architecture

A Reference Architecture is a document or set of documents that provides recommended

structures, products and services to form a solution (23). It contains industry best prac-

tices, usually to optimise the delivery method for specific technologies. Reference ar-

chitectures can aid managers, developers, designers and other IT-related professionals in

collaborating and communicating about the implementation of a project1. The result is

that common problems and questions can be solved more rapidly using the proposed solu-

tions. ISO/IEC/IEEE defines a standardised method of creating architectural viewpoints,

frameworks and descriptions in the 42010:2011 standard (24).

2.2 Edge computing

The origin of edge computing goes back as far as the 1990s when Akamai introduced its

content delivery network (CDN) (25). It used nodes that were placed closer to the end-

user. In more recent years, the interest in edge computing started growing dramatically

1https://www.hpe.com/us/en/what-is/reference-architecture.html
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2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

due to the rise of mobile computing and IoT, and many attempts to establish a stan-

dard have been made. In 2013, Nokia and IBM introduced RCAS (Radio Applications

Cloud Server), which is seen as the first mobile edge computing platform. The year af-

ter, ETSI (21) started a standardisation effort for mobile edge computing, followed up a

year later by the OpenEdgeComputing (OEC). OEC was a collaboration between Carnegie

Mellon University and a handful of important companies (Huawei, Intel, and Vodafone),

aiming to shape the global edge computing ecosystem. The initiative still exists and has

gained more attraction from important organisations in the industry, such as Amazon and

Microsoft1. An initiative driven by academia and industry is the IEEE/ACM Symposium

on Edge Computing2, which was first held in 2016. It forms a sound basis for finding

state-of-the-art research and applications of edge computing as a proceeding is published

annually, showcasing important works in the field.

Despite the efforts for standardisation, there is still no clear definition. Terms such as

fog computing, mist computing, cloudlets, and edge computing are used interchangeably

in academia and industry. In this study, we have adopted the formal taxonomy provided

by the LF-Edge (1), as it covers the whole range of ’edge devices’, from centralised data

centers to embedded IoT devices. It has recently gotten adoption by large organisations

such as ARM, Intel, Samsung, DELL, and VMWare. Figure 2.1 summarizes the taxonomy.

Edge computing as a whole is seen as computing capabilities at the logical extreme of a

network. The taxonomy divides the edge into many subcategories. The first division is

made at the last mile network, between the User Edge and the Service Provider Edge.

The last mile network (LMN) connects the service providers, such as telecommunication

networks, to the infrastructure of end-users.

Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of Edge Computing by LF-Edge (1)

1https://www.openedgecomputing.org/oec-members/
2https://acm-ieee-sec.org/
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2.3 Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)

The User Edge is deployed on the user side of the LMN. The workloads performed

typically aim to reduce latency and bandwidth by processing data near the end-device

instead of passing it across the LMN. It contains three subcategories: 1) Constrained

Device Edge consisting of micro-controller-based devices with very limited resources and

can be highly distributed geographically. Devices range from simple sensors and actuators

to more powerful devices such as Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). 2) Smart Device

Edge includes mobile devices, personal computers, gateways, and servers that are resistant

to challenging environments such as patient homes and outdoor areas. Devices can be

stand-alone or embedded and are capable of general-purpose computing but limited in

resources such as battery and cost. 3) On-Prem Data Center Edge consists of servers

located near the end device, such as private data centers in medical facilities.

On the other side of the LMN exists the Service Provider Edge, divided into two cat-

egories: 1) Access Edge, used to connect the User Edge with layers in the network that

have more compute and storage resources. It is distributed and can be found at common

facilities such as cell towers, central offices, radio base stations, and other sites used for

physical connections. 2) Regional Edge is often located at large peering sites used as multi-

tenant co-location facilities and owned by large firms such as IBM, Equinix, and ATT. The

sites are typically used by CDNs, cloud providers, and other large-scale web companies to

reduce the amount of network hops end users have to take before reaching their data cen-

ter. It allows large applications to reduce their latency, for example, by caching content,

but can not realise the ultra-low-latency required at the User Edge, which is sometimes

required by critical healthcare applications. Lastly, the Centralized Data Centers are the

most centralised form of computing within EC systems. The on-demand form of computing

and storage is typically used for tasks that allow higher latency and require a significant

amount of computing power.

2.3 Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)

Multi-access edge computing, formerly known as Mobile Edge Computing, is a system that

provides IT services within the Radio Access Network (RAN) in 4G and 5G, according to

the definition of ETSI (21). Although moved closer to the end devices (network edge),

MEC services are similar to traditional cloud computing services. ETSI provides an open

framework and reference architecture, which allows for easy and efficient integration of

applications. MEC is a common term in the field of edge computing, and according to the

7



2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

ETSI definition and the close relationship to the telecom industry, we classify the access

points within the RANs as Service Provider Edge.

2.4 Internet of (Medical) Things

The Internet of Things consists of physical objects ("things") in the real world that are

embedded with sensors and actuators to connect and exchange data with other devices and

systems over the internet. Typical characteristics include heterogeneity of hardware and

networks, vast amounts of devices and events, and data generated based on "things" in the

real-world (23). The Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) is a sub-field of IoT focused only

on the medical field. It refers to the medical things that, in some form, acquire biomedical

signals and transfer it as data over a network without needing human-to-human interaction.

In related literature, Internet of (Medical) Things devices can be mapped to the User Edge.

With the heterogeneity of devices in the IoMT, related literature typically makes a

distinction into multiple categories similar to the one made by Nanaykkara et al. (26). For

clarity, we mapped their categories to the LF-Edge taxonomy. The mappings are shown

in table 2.1.

IoMT Category Corresponding edge type in taxonomy Example
Wearable Sensors/Devices Constrained Device Edge Heart rate monitor (HRM)
Implantable Sensors/Devices Constrained Device Edge Glucose sensor
Ambient Sensors/Devices Constrained Device Edge Temperature sensor
Stationary Sensors/Devices Smart Device Edge Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

Table 2.1: IoMT categories mapped to LF-Edge taxonomy

2.5 Terminology

This study aimed to use the terminology proposed in the LF-Edge taxonomy (fig. 2.1).

Related literature discussed in this study often does not adhere to this terminology. For

that purpose, their terminology is mapped to the LF-Edge taxonomy when it is reasonable.

In case related literature uses general terms, such as Edge Computing or Fog Computing,

or the terms can not be reasonably mapped to the LF-Edge taxonomy, we use the original

terminology.

When referred to large cloud vendors, in this study, we consider Amazon Web Services

(AWS), Google Cloud Platform (GCP), and Microsoft Azure. This decision is justified by

the fact that the three vendors have a combined market share of >50% (27).

8



3

Related work

In this section, we analysed related work on the architecture of edge computing systems

and related paradigms. A wide variety of reference architectures have been published for

specific industries as well as more generic architectures. First, industry initiatives are

discussed, followed by related academic work.

ETSI continuously provides and updates a framework and reference architecture for

multi-access edge computing (21). It contains detailed guidelines for developing a MEC

system that allows MEC applications to run efficiently and seamlessly in a multi-access

network. The generic reference architecture shows the functional elements required to cre-

ate a MEC system and how they are connected. Detailed instructions on implementing

virtualisation concepts (Network Functions Virtualisation) in the system were also intro-

duced.

The Edge Computing Consortium (ECC) and Alliance of Industrial Internet (AII) pub-

lished Edge Computing Reference Architecture 2.0 (28), a model-based architecture with

open interfaces at each horizontal layer. It was developed using the ISO/IEC/IEEE

42010:2011 standard, which is broadly used. The layers are Smart Services, Service Fab-

ric, Connectivity and Computing Fabric, and Edge Computing Node. However, vertically

it considers management, data life-cycle, and security, for the purpose of ensuring smart

services throughout the entire system. Several large organisations, including Huawei, Intel,

and ARM, jointly created the ECC.

The German Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’ Association developed a more

domain-specific architecture. The Reference Architecture Model Industry (RAMI 4.0) (2)

provides a framework for developing products and business models within Industry 4.0.

It consists of a three-dimensional map that represents the most important aspects of In-

dustry 4.0, shown in fig. 3.1. The three-dimensional approach to identifying important

9



3. RELATED WORK

considerations in a specific industry is adopted in this study and other academic works.

Several other architectures have been published by industry-backed organizations, in-

cluding the FAR-Edge RA (29), INTEL-SAP RA (30), Industrial Internet Consortium

RA (31), and IBM RA (32).

Academia has focused on industry-specific frameworks and architectures. Willner and

Gotham (33) proposed the Reference Architecture Model Edge Computing, taking a similar

approach as the developers of RAMI 4.0 by creating a three-dimensional matrix with five

concerns, six layers, and seven levels. It is focused on industrial edge computing, and the

result provides 210 views on the edge computing paradigm in the manufacturing domain.

The concerns and layers introduced by Willner and Gotham inspired this work. However,

the levels (types of edges) differ since we adopted the LF-Edge taxonomy. Another dif-

ference is the focus of the field, which was manufacturing for Willner and Gotham, and

healthcare in our study.

Figure 3.1: Reference Architecture Model Industrie (RAMI 4.0) (2)

BodyEdge, an architecture for human-centric applications in the healthcare domain,

was proposed by Pace et al. (34). It uses a three-tier architecture (IoMT device - edge -

cloud) and has been shown to reduce transmitted data and processing time of healthcare

10



applications. However, since its main focus is on reducing the data traffic towards the

internet, it does not provide developers with all information needed for developing critical

healthcare applications (e.g. on security and regulation).

Al-khafajiy et al. (35) similarly used a three-tier architecture focused on healthcare. It

is focused on optimizing the management of resources and job allocations to achieve a

high QoS with regard to latency. The proposed prototype consists of a patient monitoring

system that runs optimally when the IoMT device, edge node, and cloud are connected

but can also run independently at the edge in case of network failure.

11
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4

Reference Model and Architecture

This section discusses the different edge computing healthcare scenarios, proposed refer-

ence model, and proposed Reference Architecture Healthcare Edge Computing (RAHEC).

To create a reference architecture, we first identify different scenarios from research and

industry in which a combination of edges (as defined in fig. 2.1) can be used in health-

care systems. Next, we create a three-dimensional matrix with concerns, layers, and levels

which form a reference model. Detailed information and recommendations are given for

each layer. The combination of the views that result from the reference model and the

possible scenarios form the basis for a generic edge computing healthcare architecture.

4.1 Scenarios

Although we have defined six types of edges, typical EC healthcare systems do not use all

edges. Figure 4.1 shows the identified scenarios. This study only considers scenarios that

use some medical constrained edge device. The ownership shown in the figure is based

on the most common scenario. In specific systems, this might deviate, for example, the

On-Prem Data Center might be owned by the patient in case it is a smart-home server.

The examples given in the table are research papers discussing a medical application using

edge computing.

Table references: (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50)

(51) (52) (53) (54) (55) (34) (56) (57) (58)
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4. REFERENCE MODEL AND ARCHITECTURE
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Figure 4.1: Edge Computing Healthcare scenarios
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4.2 Reference model

The edge computing paradigm covers a wide range of topics and technologies. To create a

high-level model of what could be considered during the development of a healthcare EC

system, we take a similar approach as Willner and Gotham (33). Their model was based on

RAMI 4.0, consisting of a three-dimensional map representing the most important aspects

of Industry 4.0. Willner and Gowtham adjusted the 3D map to represent the Reference

Architecture Model Edge Computing (RAMEC).

Figure 4.2 shows the reference model we propose for the healthcare domain. The layers

are based on the RAMEC model, as these do not differ between the fields of Industry 4.0

and Healthcare. The edge types are based on the LF-Edge taxonomy, covering all possible

types of edges in an EC healthcare system. The cross-layer concerns are partly based on

the RAMEC model. However, additional concerns were required for the healthcare do-

main. Due to the large number of connected devices, scalability was important to consider.

Resilience was added because the systems need to be able to recover or adapt to events that

cause the loss of mission-related functions. This is confirmed by research from IDC (59),

showing the importance of resilience in healthcare systems and how edge computing can

aid with this goal. Additionally, scalability and resilience are present in the system char-

acteristics of the Industrial Internet of Things Reference Architecture (60). As mentioned

before, evaluation and regulation are important aspects of the medical domain. Therefore,

both were considered in this study and added as cross-layer concerns. The result of this

model consists of 216 (6x6x6) views that could be considered for healthcare EC systems.
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Figure 4.2: Reference model: Edge Computing Healthcare

Important to mention is that the views are not always relevant to a developer of health-

care systems. For example, a project team implementing an EC system using a cloud

provider is unlikely to consider the view Security-Hardware-CloudCenter, as they do not

have any authority over the specific hardware used in traditional cloud centers. Likewise,

systems tend to use only a subset of the types of edges. If a system, for example, does not

use an On-Prem Data Center Edge, there is no point in considering the views that contain

this type of edge.

While layer-specific recommendations are given, layers can influence each other. For

example, the required network stack in the connectivity layer influence what hardware

and operating systems are required in the system, as they might need to support specific

technologies and protocols. Or vice versa, if the budget dictates that the embedded devices

at the edge can not contain a Bluetooth module, design decisions in the connectivity layer

must not contradict this.
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4.2.1 Hardware Layer

The hardware used in EC Healthcare systems can be split into two categories. We consider

the User Edge where the developer has a significant amount of influence on the design and

can customize everything, and the Service Provider Edge and Data Center which is often

provisioned on demand and consists of a broad (but limited) range of hardware.

4.2.1.1 Service Provider Edge and Data Center

When using traditional Centralized Data Centers, developers must consider different types

of available hardware. The main choices that must be considered are instance types and

storage options. Large cloud vendors typically offer different hardware for specific prob-

lems, for example, CPU-focused machines for general purpose tasks, GPUs for heavy graph-

ical tasks, and SSDs for heavy I/Os. Clear documentation with explanations and decisions

trees on which instance type is most suitable are given based on different use cases1 2 3.

In recent years, cloud vendors have picked up on the trend of edge computing and started

providing Infrastructure as a Service closer to the edge of the network. These so-called

"edge servers" typically contain a subset of the hardware available in the traditional Cen-

tralized Data Centers. Well-known examples include AWS Local Zones, AWS Wavelength,

Azure Public Multi-Access Edge Compute, and Google Distributed Cloud Edge. To bring

their resources closer to the edge, cloud vendors typically partner with communication

service providers (e.g. Vodafone and Verizon for AWS Wavelength) by using their 5G

networks that provide low latency and high bandwidth, resulting in the Service Provider

Edge.

Most cross-layer concerns (security, real-time, scalability, and resilience) are covered in

the Service Level Agreement (SLA) and policies provided by cloud vendors. The most

common measurement is the up-time of different instance types. The evaluation of the

hardware is use-case dependent, but typically monitoring solutions that allow developers

to check KPIs related to the hardware are provided. Such metrics may include CPU and

memory utilization and disk traffic metrics. Regulation on service providers’ hardware

is less relevant to developers as they have little influence. However, it is important to

consider with which regulations cloud vendors comply. The information on compliance is

often provided by the vendor per service.

1https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/
2https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/virtual-machines/series/
3https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/machine-types
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4.2.1.2 User Edge

User Edge hardware is important to consider for developers as it defines the technical

capabilities the system has in the last mile network. We consider the three types of edges

separately.

On-Prem Data Center Edge include micro-data centers, for example, located in hospi-

tals, typically consisting of general purpose server hardware complemented by accelerators.

The cross-layer concerns are similar to those of the Service Provider Edge, except that the

micro-data center tends to be owned by the hospital (or other medical facilities).

Smart Device Edge has limited capabilities for various reasons, such as cost, battery

life, and form factor. According to the LF-Edge, these devices should maintain a small

memory footprint while still having enough resources to perform simple computing tasks at

the edge. The minimum memory they tend to have is 256MB. The hardware requirements

span from simple mobile devices to IoT gateway servers. Devices may contain accelerators

such as GPUs, FPGAs and TPUs for specific tasks such as inferencing at the edge.

Cross-layer concerns are highly relevant for developers, as the flexibility of the hardware

in the Smart Device Edge leads to many design decisions that can influence Security, Real-

time, Scalability, and Resilience. The evaluation of the Smart Device Edge is complicated as

monitoring the hardware in already resource-limited devices can lead to overhead. With the

diversity in available off-the-shelf devices, regulation is important to consider. Even though

regulation mostly applies to the Application and Data layers, hardware can be forbidden

in regions. A well-known example is the order of the former US president Donald Trump

that forbids companies based in the US to collaborate or buy equipment from manufacturer

Huawei1. Among other things, Huawei produces smartphones that would fit well within

the characteristics of a Smart Device Edge. Developers should, therefore, consider not only

the technical requirements of their devices but also the possible legal restrictions.

Constrained Device Edge forms the basis of the edge computing systems as the devices

fetch real-world data using sensors and perform real-world tasks using actuators. Micro-

controllers, which can be seen as a computer system-on-a-chip, are typically the heart of

these devices. The memory available typically ranges from KBs to a few MBs. According

to NXP, a semiconductor designer and manufacturer, the devices must balance between
1https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-securing-information-

communications-technology-services-supply-chain/
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five different design attributes, shown in fig. 4.3. Improving one attribute leads to the

decrease of another. Defining the system requirements beforehand is important to prevent

a mismatch between hardware and system capabilities. A recent study by Ali et al. (61)

compared different IoT hardware platforms, which are suitable for edge computing, along

with detailed information on their processor, GPU, clock speed, memory, communication,

IDE, I/O, programming language, and cost.

Most security implementations will take place in other layers, but as the Constrained

Device Edge is typically distributed in the real world and might be exposed to unwanted

parties, hardware security is important. External interfaces and ports should be blocked or

restricted to prevent malicious usage of the devices. The hardware should also support the

partitioning of trusted and untrusted software, which most hardware vendors producing

microcontrollers support. Examples of such extensions that support these so-called enclaves

are Intel SGX1, RISC-v PMP2, AMD SEV3, and Arm Trustzone4.

Figure 4.3: Parameters that control embedded system success according to NXP (3)

1https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/developer/tools/software-guard-
extensions/overview.html

2https://sifive.github.io/freedom-metal-docs/devguide/pmps.html
3https://developer.amd.com/sev/
4https://www.arm.com/technologies/trustzone-for-cortex-a
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4.2.2 Operating System Layer

The operating system (OS) that is used throughout different types of edges plays an im-

portant role in edge computing systems as it has a large impact on many of the cross-layer

concerns such as Security, Real-time, Scalability, and Resilience. Different types of edges

require different operating systems, which are discussed separately.

4.2.2.1 Service Provider Edge and Data Center

Operating systems are limited by what the cloud vendors offer. The large vendors typi-

cally support a wide range of Linux distributions (e.g. CentOS, Debian, Fedora, RedHat

Enterprise, and Ubuntu Server) and different Windows Servers. In general, determining

the best OS is use case dependent, but Linux distributions are most common. Overviews

of the characteristics of supported operating systems are provided by cloud vendors, which

can guide developers. Google Cloud Platform, for example, provides information on the

cost, security, user space, networking, and support for different operating systems1.

4.2.2.2 On-Prem Data Center Edge

On-Prem data centers can run most OS. Like the Service Provider Edge, the choice is

usually a Linux distribution or Windows Server. Typically the OS is chosen based on the

applications that will run on it. A management platform is usually deployed on-premise

to create a hybrid cloud environment that allows integration with the cloud. These man-

agement platforms require specific operating systems. For example, to run Google Anthos

clusters on-premise, only CentOS, RedHat Enterprise Linux, and Ubuntu are allowed.

4.2.2.3 Smart Device Edges

Smart Devices can contain a wide variety of hardware and therefore operating systems. The

OS depends on the device’s capability and the use case. The most common are Windows,

Linux, and mobile OS. The connectivity should be considered when choosing an OS, as

the supported networking can be influenced.

1https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/images/os-details#vm-manager
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4.2.2.4 Constrained Device Edge

Constrained Devices are the most heterogeneous regarding operating systems. With mini-

mal capacity available, the devices need to ensure that the cross-layer concerns are covered.

To realise real-time requirements that come with building critical EC healthcare systems,

the devices running on small microcontrollers use Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOS).

RTOSs can be divided into two categories, hard and soft real-time (62). Hard real-time

handles deadlines strictly, meaning that tasks must start and end within a specific time-

frame, while soft real-time allows a small delay for deadlines. Healthcare systems that are

medical critical often require hard real-time operating systems.

There is a wide variety of open-source and commercial RTOSs available. Table 4.1

provides an overview of some of the most popular OSs for resource-limited devices and some

basic characteristics. It is important to note that the given supported hardware vendors

numbers refer to the number of vendors of which at least one processor family is supported,

and only the vendors mentioned in the official documentation are counted, meaning that

more hardware might be supported. Similarly, the given layer 5,6,7 protocols refer to the

protocols mentioned and supported by the documentation of the RTOS, meaning that

implementing other protocols may be possible. When choosing an RTOS it is important to

consider the other layers from the reference model (fig. 4.2). Due to memory availability,

processing power and vendor support, the hardware dictates what RTOS can run on the

embedded devices. The connectivity layer might require specific technologies and protocols

such as UWB, NFC, and Bluetooth, which the RTOS should properly support. Typically

an RTOS should have all middleware and drivers required for an embedded system since

adding additional middleware can lead to overhead.
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Name Paid Publisher
Supported
hardware
vendors

Layer 5,6,7 protocols

FreeRTOS No Amazon >20 Link
HTTP, DNS, FTP, TELNET,
MQTT

AzureRTOS No Microsoft >20 Link
HTTP, DNS, FTP, TELNET,
SMTP, POP3, MQTT

Zephyr No
Linux Foun-
dation

>20 Link HTTP, DNS, TELNET, MQTT

RIOT-OS No RIOT-OS >20 Link HTTP, DNS, TELNET, MQTT

TI-RTOS No
Texas Instru-
ments

3 Link HTTP, FTP, MQTT

Keil RTX No Arm/SoftBank >20 Link N/A

MQX No NXP 1 Link
HTTP, DNS, FTP, SMTP,
MQTT

SafeRTOS No
Wittenstein
HIS

13 Link HTTP, DNS, MQTT

Integrity Yes
Green Hills
Software

17 Link HTTP, DNS,

LynxOS Yes
Lynx Software
Technologies

N/A Link HTTP, DNS, FTP

PikeOS Yes Sysgo >20 Link MQTT, N/A

VxWorks Yes WindRiver >20 Link
HTTP, DNS, FTP, TELNET,
SMTP, POP3, MQTT

Table 4.1: Popular Real-time Operating Systems and their characteristics

It should be considered that large cloud vendors often have their own RTOS, which

integrates smoothly with their other services. Amazon Web Services provides FreeRTOS,

which is connected to AWS IoT Core and AWS IoT Greengrass. Azure RTOS is Microsoft’s

solution, connecting seamlessly with Azure IoT. Other cloud vendors that have not created

their RTOS provide different solutions, such as Google’s software development kit for IoT

devices, which can be ported to several RTOSs (Zephyr, Arm MBed OS, FreeRTOS).

While requiring considerably more memory and being a soft real-time solution, embed-

ded Linux is noteworthy as it is used for many constrained devices (63). Open-source

(Yocto, Buildroot, OpenWrt, Linaro ARM) and commercial (Wind River, FlexOS, Om-

niOS, Ubuntu Core) embedded Linux distributions are available.
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4.2.3 Connectivity Layer

Figure 4.4 shows an overview of different connectivity technologies used throughout the

edge computing ecosystem. It is based on the Wireless Connectivity Overview of NXP (3),

with changes made to fit the LF-Edge taxonomy. Besides, several technologies and proto-

cols were added based on other related works. The connectivity technologies for the most

common communication scenarios based on fig. 4.1 are considered in this section.

Figure 4.4: Connectivity ecosystem in edge computing

4.2.3.1 Service Provider Edge ⇐⇒ Centralized Data Center

The communication between the Service Provider Edge and Centralized Data centers is

often taken care of by the cloud vendors themselves, assuming that both are deployed at

the same vendor. By including the SPE in a Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), the resources

can be used as if they are part of the traditional cloud. Resources within the VPC typi-

cally communicate using internal IP addresses, making use of TCP. Cloud vendors allow

deployments from other vendors to be included in the VPC using a site-to-site VPN.
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4.2.3.2 On-Prem Data Center ⇐⇒ Centralized Data Center / Service Provider
Edge

Different options exist to connect On-Prem Data Centers to cloud and telco infrastruc-

ture. Developers can use regular protocols that are suitable for cloud connectivity, such

as HTTP, MQTT, COAP, AMQP, and DDS. Even though these can be used over the

public internet, cloud vendors provide other solutions to ensure more secure and faster

connections. Table 4.2 shows the products that AWS, Azure, and GCP provide to connect

on-premise infrastructure with their infrastructure securely. The products from GCP have

been used as an example in the table, and the other two cloud vendors’ products have been

mapped accordingly.

Type Summary Azure/Aws Use case

VPN

Virtual Private Network, makes a
secure connection between networks
over public internet by encrypting
all traffic (IPsec protocol).

AWS Client VPN
Azure VPN

If using the public internet is accept-
able.

Direct Peering

Placing a router in the same pub-
lic data center as a cloud vendor to
realise a secure and high bandwidth
connection.

AWS Private Peer-
ing
Microsoft Peering

If using public internet is unaccept-
able or bandwidth is not reliable
enough.

Carrier Peering

Placing a router in the same data
center as a partner of the cloud
vendor to realise a secure and high
bandwidth connection.

AWS Public Peering
Microsoft Peering

Same as direct peering, but in case
the cloud has no point of presence
near the on-premise location.

Dedicated Inter-
connect

Extending on-premise network to
VPC networks from the cloud
provider via a dedicated connection.

AWS Direct Con-
nect
Azure ExpressRoute
Direct

If high bandwidth and flexible scal-
ing are required, and the public in-
ternet is not safe enough. The main
difference with Peering is that it re-
quires the use of Google Cloud and
has maintenance costs.

Partner Inter-
connect

Extending on-premise network to
VPC networks from the cloud
provider via a service provider con-
nection.

AWS Direct Con-
nect Delivery Part-
ner
Azure ExpressRoute
Partner

Same as a dedicated interconnect,
but in case the cloud vendor has
no point of presence nearby the on-
premise location.

Table 4.2: On-premise to cloud infrastructure connectivity products.
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4.2.3.3 Smart/Constrained Device Edge ⇐⇒ Service Provider Edge / Cen-
tralized Data Center

For device-to-cloud communication, we built upon the work of Dizdarević et al. (4) who

studied the communication protocols for IoT to fog and cloud computing integration.

Two popular communication models are considered: the request-reply and the publish-

subscribe. In a system with many devices in the User Edge and only a single (or few)

endpoints in the Service Provider Edge or Cloud the publish-subscribe model brings ben-

efits over the request-reply model. Dizdarević et al. identified three benefits: 1) the

existence of publishers and subscribers is irrelevant to the involved parties, 2) subscribers

can receive information from many publishers, and a publisher can send information to

many different subscribers (many-to-many communication), 3) publishers and subscribers

do not need a constant connection because the broker can store messages until a client is

reconnected.

Table 4.3 shows the different application layer protocols and their compatibility with

different clouds. The table shows a sign of adoption towards HTTP and MQTT, this is

backed up by a survey (63) conducted by the Eclipse Foundation, showing that HTTP(S)

and MQTT are the preferred communication protocols for IoT applications. In IoT sys-

tems, MQTT has shown to have lower latency (64) (65), bandwidth (66) and energy

consumption compared (67) to HTTP. The security of both protocols relies on TLS/SSL,

requiring a handshaking process between the client/server before any further communica-

tion can occur. Therefore, in general, MQTT is the advisable protocol, and HTTP should

only be used in specific use cases, such as lack of support by the edge device for MQTT.

While TLS/SSL is considered safe, many security threats and challenges exist for connec-

tivity. The threats, challenges, and possible mitigation techniques are further discussed in

section 4.2.6.

Protocol Req-Rep Pub-Sub Standard Transport Security GCP Azure AWS
REST HTTP (/2.0) ✓ ✓ IETF TCP TLS/SSL ✓ ✓ ✓

MQTT X ✓ OASIS TCP TLS/SSL ✓ ✓ ✓

CoAP ✓ ✓ IETF UDP DTLS X X X
AMQP ✓ ✓ OASIS TCP TLS/SSL X ✓ X
DDS X ✓ OMG TCP/UDP TLS/DTLS/DDS X X X
XMPP ✓ ✓ IETF TCP TLS/SSL X X X

Table 4.3: Application Layer Protocols features (based on Dizdarević et al. (4)) and cloud
support
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The Constrained Edge Devices are not always capable of directly communicating with

the cloud using MQTT/HTTP protocols as they typically lack modules for 3/4/5-G and

Wi-Fi, and often rely on a Smart Device Edge to function as a gateway. The constrained

devices can subscribe and publish to MQTT topics through a gateway device, for example,

using a Bluetooth low-energy proxy device (e.g. smartphone).

4.2.3.4 Constrained Device Edge ⇐⇒ Smart Device Edge

The communication between embedded devices and smart devices highly depends on the

use case. Typically, multiple sensors collect data and send it to one or more smart devices

that function as a gateway, the gateway is responsible for aggregating the data and, if

necessary communicating with the cloud to perform more computing or storage intensive

tasks. The design decision for a specific communication technology is often based on the

physical distance between the devices, the acceptable power consumption, and the required

throughput. Figure 4.5 shows the connectivity software stack mapped approximately as

OSI layers according to NXP (3). Additionally, the figure shows the data rates and coverage

of the different technologies.

For resource-constrained devices, we focus on Bluetooth low-energy (BLE), a highly

adopted technology for sending and receiving data in short-range networks. The low power

consumption is possible because of the low latency, duty cycle and data-packet size com-

pared to the other Bluetooth types. It has several security features, such as countering

eavesdropping, device tracking, and man-in-the-middle attacks. It is typically used for

communication between the Constrained Device Edge and a Smart Device Edge that is

used as a gateway to the cloud.

Wifi-6 can deliver low latency with a long-range and support power-saving techniques

for embedded devices. Several protocols such as WPA3, WPA3-Personal, and WPA3-

Enterprise allow for a saver network at the edge. It is the preferred technology to connect

the User Edge to the cloud (3). It is unsuitable for battery-powered devices since the

energy consumption is higher than other technologies.

Thread is an open-source networking protocol specifically built for IoT1. It allows low-

power and low-latency device-to-device, device-to-mobile, and device-to-cloud communi-

cation. Within a thread network, there are typically many devices present, and due to

the network topology, it can be designed to have no single point of failure. Due to its

low energy consumption, it is the preferred technology for networks that include many

1https://www.threadgroup.org/What-is-Thread/Thread-Benefits
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Figure 4.5: Connectivity software stack in User Edge mapped approximately as OSI layers
by NXP (3) and additional characteristics

battery-powered devices, such as a patient’s smart home. Thread is IP-based, allowing

devices to connect to the internet without a gateway.

Zigbee is a low-power and low data rate communication protocol. Embedded devices

that are part of the Zigbee network can operate in low power or sleep mode, extending

the battery life significantly (68). It is often used for navigation and positioning for short-

range purposes. Zigbee devices are non-IP, meaning that a gateway (Smart Device Edge)

is required to connect to the internet.

UWB is nowadays most often used for localization of devices. It does this far more

accurately than BLE and Wi-Fi while consuming less energy. Some of its typical use cases

are indoor navigation and item tracking. While these do not have a direct use in the

domain, the technology plays an important role in creating wireless body area networks

(WBANs) (69), typically consisting of sensors placed in, on, or near the surface of the

body.
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NFC, built upon the RFID technology, allows communication between two devices within

a very short range. One of the benefits of it being a proximity technology is that it remains

inactive until the two devices are close to each other, hence not consuming any power until

that is the case. It only requires one of the devices to be powered to open a communication

channel. The other device does not need to be powered at all. Due to its range, it has

limited use in edge computing systems, but it can be used to accelerate the process of

pairing Bluetooth/Wi-Fi devices or exchanging credentials. Another medical use case, less

related to edge computing, can be the labelling of medicine with NFC tags, which for

example, allows the user to tap the tag with a smartphone to verify whether the medicine

should be taken and get extra information about dosages or side effects.

Other short-range technologies not mentioned in fig. 4.5 exist, such as Z-Wave and tra-

ditional RFID (68). We mainly focused on the short-range as medical embedded devices

tend to be close to the user (patient). However, some use cases might have character-

istics comparable to industrial IoT, typically requiring longer ranges. Such technologies

can be categorized into two popular forms, cellular networks and low-power wide-area

networks (70). Cellular networks include Long-Term Evolution for Machines (LTE-M),

Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT), and 5G. The Low-Power Wide-Area networks that can be used

are LORAWan, SigFox, Ingenu, Weightless, and DASH7. The cellular networks are, like

Wi-Fi, often used to facilitate communication between the Smart Device Edge and more

resourceful servers such as the Service Provider Edge and Centralized Data Centers (71).

Independent of what communication technology is used, the vulnerability of edge de-

vices demands a high level of security. Data in transit should be secure, further explained

in section 4.2.5. Due to the lack of ports, constrained devices are often updated using

over-the-air updates. While doing this securely is mainly ensured by hardware and appli-

cation decisions, it usually requires a stable connection, and therefore, the communication

technology used is relevant.

4.2.4 Middleware Layer

This study focuses on the middleware layer that supports the entire spectrum of devices

within a healthcare EC system. The middleware should provide interfaces between different

system components that would otherwise have difficulty communicating. The discussed

middleware platforms are chosen based on their market share in 2021 (63). These include

AWS IoT (37%), Microsoft Azure IoT (27%), Google Cloud IoT Platform (22%), IBM

Watson IoT platform (15%), Bosch IoT Suite (10%), and Cumulocity (9%).
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Middleware Communication Security SDK language
Marketshare
2021 (63)

AWS IoT MQTT, HTTP(S)
TLS
X.509 CA Certificates
IAM

C++, Python, Javascript,
Java, Embedded C

37%

Azure IoT
MQTT, HTTP(S),
AMQP

TLS
X.509 CA Certificates
IAM

.NET, Java, Node.js, Python 27%

GCP IoT Platform MQTT, HTTP(S)

TLS
JWT key authentica-
tion per device
RSA and Elliptic
Curve to verify sig-
natures
X.509 CA Certifi-
cates
IAM

Embedded C 22%

IBM Watson IoT Platform MQTT
TLS
X.509 CA Certificates
IAM

C++, Python, Java, Node.js 15%

Bosch IoT suite MQTT, HTTP(S)
TLS
X.509 CA Certificates
IAM

N/A 10%

Cumulocity
MQTT,
SmartREST (on
HTTP)

TLS
X.509 CA Certificates
IAM

C++ 9%

Table 4.4: Popular edge computing and IoT middleware with their basic characteristics

The design decision for middleware is highly dependent on the cloud vendor used through-

out the Service Provider Edge and Centralized Data Center. Typically it is advised to use

the middleware provided by that cloud vendor. From table 4.4 this would result in choos-

ing the products from AWS, Azure, GCP, and IBM. Other cloud-independent middleware

could be used to prevent being dependent on a single vendor, such as Bosch IoT suite and

Cumulocity. Bosch runs their platform on AWS, but having the infrastructure provider

and middleware platform provider being different still reduces the dependency on a single

vendor. Cumulocity is built to be able to run on multiple data centers, removing the de-
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pendency completely. Typically, the middleware platforms require different middleware to

be installed on resource-constrained devices and in the data centers. For example, Cumu-

locity requires IoT Edge to be installed at the Constrained/Smart Device Edge while the

Service Provider Edge or Centralized Data Centers run the IoT Platform.

Regarding the features of the middleware platforms, there is little difference in communi-

cation and security methods. However, if developers strongly prefer an SDK programming

language, it could be advisable to opt for a certain middleware platform. While Bosch

and Cumulocity seem to have few SDK options, all platforms support using direct API

calls using REST. Besides the commercial middleware platforms, there are open-source

platforms such as EdgeX Foundry1, KAA2, and ThingSpeak3.

4.2.5 Data Layer

An important resource within edge computing healthcare systems is the generated data.

The sensors in the Embedded Device Edge collect the vital parameters of patients, and

upon transforming this data into valuable information, healthcare professionals can take

appropriate actions. However, dealing with this personal data requires proper security and

privacy protection. While guaranteeing this protection, edge computing systems simulta-

neously have to consider some key performance indicators (KPIs). The large amount of

data generated requires a lot of processing before being valuable, and therefore a series

of data operations is typically required. Prior research showed that compared to more

centralized systems, realizing this protection and achieving acceptable performance on the

KPIs is more challenging for edge computing systems (72). Additionally, operating in the

healthcare industry comes with extra requirements. Kouicem et al. (73) studied these re-

quirements and additional security challenges. The requirements include authentication,

confidentiality, integrity, and privacy. The domain also brings along some challenges, in-

cluding the limited resources on devices, the required mobility for devices used on human

bodies, and the heterogeneity of the different devices used throughout the medical system.

Best practices for data operations within an edge computing system for healthcare were

recently studied by Hartman et al. (71). They identified six important operations that

have to be considered, which are transmission and retrieval, encryption, authentication,

classification and prediction, edge mining, and data reduction. The available and proven

techniques are discussed for these operations, except for classification and prediction, which

will be further discussed in the section 4.2.6.
1https://www.edgexfoundry.org/
2https://www.kaaiot.com/
3https://thingspeak.com/
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4.2.5.1 Transmission and retrieval

Transmission and retrieval is an important contributor to the latency of healthcare sys-

tems. There are several techniques to realise energy-efficient and low-latency data trans-

mission and retrieval. Sending and retrieving data from edge devices to more centralised

computing centers typically increases the latency. Techniques that focus on selecting what

data should be sent to a server and what data can be processed closer to the data-producing

device are therefore essential. Aazam et al. (74) show that properly dividing the computa-

tional work over the different types of edges and the cloud can reduce the overall latency

and energy consumption of a system. While the optimal strategy depends on the use case,

general optimisation strategies exist for the problem. An example is a strategy proposed

by Lu et al. (75) based on deep reinforcement learning and tested using a simulation and

Google Cloud.

4.2.5.2 Encryption

Encryption comes in a wide variety of techniques. Due to the different energy consumption

of these techniques and the differences in resources within edge devices, it highly depends

on the situation what technique fits best. Elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC) is typically

used within the User Edge as it requires only a small key size, which is preferable for

devices with limited storage and computation power (3). Table 4.5 provides a variety of

other algorithms that can be considered. While ECC is generally the advisable option,

in some use cases, such as extreme low-energy use cases, it might be more useful to opt

for lightweight primitives. While being more lightweight, they often provide less security

and accuracy. The algorithms considered in table 4.5 are well-established algorithms with

proper development support. Other, often researched-initiated, algorithms exist. These

were extensively studied by Thakor et al. (76). Their study compared 41 lightweight

cryptography algorithms for resource-constrained devices over seven performance metrics.

These performance metrics are based on a report on resource-constrained IoT devices by

the National Institute of Technology (NIST) (77).
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Encryption technique Use case Example reference
Elliptic curve cryptography
(ECC)

Low-latency encryption Diro et al. (78)

Modified elliptic curve cryptog-
raphy (MECC)

Low-latency and low-energy encryption Chanti et al. (79)

Advances Encryption Standard
(AES)

Most common symmetric key algorithm Yumnam et al. (80)

Tripple DES (3DES)
Secured by three different keys, requires more
memory

Santa et al. (81)

Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) Efficient in verifying signature and encrypting Suarez et al. (82)
Digital Signature Algorithm
(DSA)

Compliance with US federal government, effi-
cient in verifying signature and encrypting

Anusha et al. (83)

Blowfish Low-latency, low-energy encryption Bhalaji et al. (84)
Tiny Encryption Algorithm
(TEA)

Low-latency, low-energy encryption Rajesh et al. (85)

Table 4.5: Encryption algorithms

4.2.5.3 Authentication

Authentication is closely related to encryption and is important to ensure privacy in health-

care systems. It refers to the process of verifying an identity. When using traditional clouds

or Service Edges there are typically two types of authentication: client and server. From

the client side, embedded devices can authenticate themselves by providing a certificate

(often X.509 client certificate), while smart devices and other more resourceful devices can

use more advanced Identity and Access Management solutions provided by the cloud. From

the server’s side, when devices attempt to reach the server, it has to provide those devices

with a certificate of its own (often X.509 certificate chain over TLS). While in practice, the

cloud-provided solutions are used, there is a considerable amount of research (86) (87) (88)

being conducted on blockchain-enabled access management for edge computing systems.

The results show promising features of such approaches, with better data security guaran-

tees for authentication, auditability, and confidentiality.

4.2.5.4 Edge mining and reduction

Edge mining and data reduction aim to decrease the amount of data transmitted between

different types of edges and primarily focus on limiting the amount of traffic between the

embedded devices and the centralized cloud. By doing a part of the data processing at
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the Embedded or Smart Device Edge, the number of packets that need to be sent to the

cloud can be reduced. There are several techniques to achieve this goal, from (lossless)

compressing the data and decompressing it in the cloud (89), to doing a part of the analysis

at the edge, for example, by detecting abnormal values on the embedded device itself and

only sending those values to the cloud (90).

4.2.5.5 Security

An emerging technology in data security is federated learning, a machine learning technique

that enables multiple decentralised devices holding local data to train a model together

without exchanging the data. The local devices only send their local model updates to

a central server, which allows them to collaboratively create a global model which is,

in return, distributed. As the medical domain often deals with sensitive data, this is a

promising approach to keep the data at the edge without being stored in a cloud. In this

way, if the cloud’s security is breached, no personal data is being compromised. Several

related works (91) (92) (93) (94) have shown the practical implementations of federated

learning in the domain of healthcare. From an industry point of view, large cloud vendors

provide instructions on how federated learning can be realised using their infrastructure 1 2.

Regarding storage options, for the On-Premise Data Centers, Service Provider Edges,

and Centralized Clouds it highly depends on the type of data that has to be stored which

option is advisable. Typical choices are object storage, file systems, and block storage.

4.2.6 Application Layer

To create a system that adds value to the medical state of users, the Application layer uses

all other layers to create the end products used in the medical domain. There are many

possible applications in the medical domain, such as identity recognition, biometric identifi-

cation, real-time monitoring of vital signs, and telemedicine (95). Due to the heterogeneity

of healthcare applications, there is no single stack of application features relevant to all use

cases. However, some features are most commonly used and supported by cloud vendors

throughout all the layers. These include real-time analytics, machine learning and artifi-

cial intelligence, analytics, visualization, event and reporting, authentication and logging

and monitoring (96) (97). The three largest cloud vendors (AWS, GCP, AZURE) support

these features, and additionally, their support was researched by Agarwal and Alam (96).

Their study shows in more detail the support that different clouds vendors provide for

hardware, middleware, and applications.
1https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/architecture/applying-federated-learning-for-ml-at-the-edge/
2https://cloud.google.com/architecture/federated-learning-google-cloud
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4.2.6.1 Security

The security of a medical edge computing system is highly dependent on decisions made

in the application layer. Since other layers also have a large impact, we provide a single

overview of security threats in this section for the sake of clarity. The importance of

a well-secured system was clearly emphasised in 2021 when over 61 million entries of

data originating from wearable devices were exposed online1. Each layer within an edge

computing system brings different challenges, table 4.6 shows important security threats

in edge computing systems and possible countermeasures. It was based on three scientific

publications (5) (7) (6), a book on state-of-the-art edge computing methods (3), and the

security best practices of AWS2, GCP3, and Azure4. Sources to find more information

about a given countermeasure or threat are provided and should help developers find the

relevant resources swiftly. While this study focused on the most common threats and

challenges, there are endlessly more existing, especially regarding the constrained devices.

We refer to the Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT published by the European

Union Agency for Network and Information Security (98) for a more extensive deep dive

into this topic.

1https://www.zdnet.com/article/over-60-million-records-exposed-in-wearable-fitness-tracking-data-
breach-via-unsecured-database/

2https://docs.aws.amazon.com/iot/latest/developerguide/security-best-practices.html
3https://cloud.google.com/iot/docs/concepts/device-security
4https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-fundamentals/security-recommendations
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Layer Threat/Challenge Description Counter measure Source(s)

Connectivity

DoS / DDoS
Floading of server by sending overwhelming amount of
messages to network

Detect D(D)oS with ML, bandwidth control,
load-balancing

(7) (5)

Insecure nearest node
discovery

By using Neighbor Discovery Protocol can find MAC
adressess of available routers, can lead to D(D)oS

ECC/RSA signatures (6), GCP

Buffer overflow Sending incomplete packets to overflow buffer Make use of threat hunting modules (6)
Session hijacking Generating fake messages to realise DoS Secret keys, lightweight encryption systems (6)

RPL routing attack
Vulnerable Low Power and Lossy Networks,
Sink/Worm-hole attacks, tamper data and cause
delays.

Hashing, IDS, encrypted keys, signal strength
monitoring, message integrity

(6) NXP(3)

Replay attack
Malicious devices sending duplicated fragmented pack-
ets

Timestamps, authentication for packets verifica-
tion, IDS

(6), (7)

Sybil attack Single malicious device using multiple identities Access control list, analysis on interaction (6), (7)

Frequency jamming Creating noise signals in a transmission frequency
Measuring signal strength, packet delivery ratio,
encoding packets, changing frequencies/location

(6), (7)

Spoofing Unauthorized packets sent into the network
Measuring signal strength, encode data in tran-
sit

(6) (7)

Hardware

Default passwords
Constrained edge devices that are out-of-the-box often
have default passwords

Change default passwords NXP(3)

Purpose-built chipsets
Custom chipsets tailored for specific use-cases are of-
ten not tested extensively and vulnerabilities might be
found

Hardware monitoring (6)

Insecure interfaces Insecure interfaces to the real-world Block or restrict external interfaces and ports (6)

Secured environments
The need to run specific applications such as booting
and firmware updates in secured environments

Secured enclaves, trusted execution environ-
ments

NXP(3)
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Layer Threat/Challenge Description Counter measure Source(s)

Application

Browser based Unwanted software by infected websites ML frameworks to detect malicious activity (7)
Phishing Fraudulant messages to steal sensitive information Anti-phishing techniques (ML) and education (7)
MQTT/HTTP/CoAP
attack

Target network protocols to reduce data transfer per-
formance

Use proper security (DTLS, TLS, SSL)
(6), AWS,
GCP, Azure

Code injection Injection of code by processing invalid data Input validation (5)
Insecure interfaces Exploitation of insecure APIs and other interfaces Password strength, secure coding, firewalls (6)

Elevation of privilege
Users with limited permission enhance their permis-
sion without authorization

Principle of least privilage (5), AWS,

Privacy violation in
cloud

Service providers might violate data privacy SLAs and policies (6)

Data
Data at rest

Data stored on constrained edge devices must be en-
crypted

dm-crypt, BitLocker, prince algorithm for on-
the-fly automatic encryption

NXP(3)

Data in transit
Data in transit from or towards constrained edge de-
vices must be encrypted

IPsec, TLS, SSH, TMP, I2C interface NXP(3)

Middleware Middleware security
Communication between edge devices and the cloud
must be secure

IAM, logging and monitoring, secure device
communication, X.509 certificates

AWS, GCP,
Azure

Operating
system

Insecure firmware / OS Can be misconfigured and host malicious applications Regularly update, root of trust, secure boot (6)

Table 4.6: Security threats and challenges based on (5) (6) (7) (3) and AWS, GCP, Azure
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4.2.6.2 Regulation

Regulation plays an important role in the design of healthcare systems. Due to the differ-

ence in laws and regulations between countries, it is impossible to create a single framework

that captures all necessary considerations. In this study, we have focused on outlining the

relevant laws and regulations for healthcare applications deployed in The Netherlands.

The motivation behind this decision was that the research was conducted in The Nether-

lands. The laws and regulation in the domain of Dutch healthcare can be divided into four

categories: regulatory legislation, intellectual property (IP) rights, law of obligations, and

EU-related laws and legislation. Table 4.7 shows the vast amount of documents that must

be considered when developing a healthcare system in The Netherlands. While large cloud

vendors often provide information on which of their services comply with well-known reg-

ulations, such as HIPPA and the GDPR, the country-specific legislation is not mentioned.

These should be thoroughly studied before developing a healthcare system. In the case of

the European Union, legislation on medical devices is often changed and updates can be

tracked on the official European Medicines Agency website1. Country-specific regulation

should be investigated by organisations developing EC healthcare systems, as now generic

guidelines exist to comply with it. However, overviews of relevant laws and legislation,

such as table 4.7, provide easy access to relevant work and can guide the organisations to

achieve compliance.

For other regulations, such as those on the European level, standards exist. ISO 134852

is an international standard that many manufacturers of medical equipment adhere to, it

ensures compliance with both MDR and IVDR. A combination of ISO 270013 and 277014

compliance allows developers to cover most aspects of the GDPR.

1https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/overview/medical-devices: :text=The%20Medical%20Devices%20Regulation%20applies,on%20active%20implantable%20medical%20devices.
2https://www.iso.org/standard/59752.html
3https://www.iso.org/isoiec-27001-information-security.html
4https://www.iso.org/standard/71670.html
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Regulatory legislation IP rights Law of obligations EU laws and regulation
Gedragscode Gezondheidsonder-
zoek
Code of Conduct health research

Auteurswet
Copyright law

Productaansprakelijkheid
Product liability

General Data Protection Reg-
ulation

Wet kwaliteit, klachten, en
geschillen in de zorg
Healthcare Quality, Complaints
and Disputes Act

Octrooiwet
Patent law

Beroepsgeheim
Professional confidentiality

European Medical Device
Regulation (EU-MDR)

Databankwet
Database law

Geneeskundige behandel-
ingsovereenkomst
Medical treatment agree-
ment

European In-Vitro Diagnostic
Devices (EU IVDR)

European Pharmaceutical
Legislation

Table 4.7: Relevant laws and legislation for healthcare systems deployed in The Netherlands

4.2.6.3 Evaluation

Evaluation metrics have become difficult to set for edge computing systems due to the wide

variety of applications. Even if generic evaluations are performed, it has been pointed out

by Xiao et al. (99) that this is not always sufficient. Their study focused on video analytics

at the edge and concluded that evaluations in existing literature are often incomplete and

lead to premature conclusions or unclear results. In the case of video analytics, it was shown

that the characteristics of video content are very influential on the accuracy achieved by

analytical pipelines. To this end, they proposed YODA, a benchmark capable of clarifying

and predicting the performance of video analytical pipelines. Developers should aim to use

such unbiased frameworks for all relevant performance evaluation metric

To create a set of performance evaluation metrics for healthcare edge computing sys-

tems, several scientific papers were studied. It must be mentioned that not all papers are

from the medical domain due to the lack of publications. Table 4.9 shows the possible

evaluation metrics and in which related work it was used. The related works are focused

on applications or simulations of edge computing systems. Accuracy and latency are the

most popular evaluation metric, while other metrics such as cost, ease of deployment, fault

tolerance, and device lifetime are barely used. This can partly be explained by the fact

that many studies focus on a specific goal, not creating a commercial system. However,

some of the metrics that are barely used in related works are especially relevant to the
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medical domain, such as reliability, availability, and fault tolerance. Research efforts have

focused primarily on making the systems as fast and accurate as possible, while for medical

applications, these might not be the most important metrics.

To simulate the performance of an edge computing system, frameworks and simulators

can provide aid. While the commercial cloud vendors typically focus on specific parts of

an edge computing system in their simulation tools, research has focused on creating more

complete simulations. Table 4.8 shows the simulators and frameworks.

Overall, it is recommended to use simulations and unbiased evaluation frameworks before

developing a medical edge computing system.

Study or product Year Description
Daga et al. (100) 2019 Castnet: an evaluation framework for MEC

Jha et al. (101) 2019
IoTSim-Edge: simulate heterogeneous IoT and edge com-
puting infrastructure

Hasenburg et al. (102) 2021
Mockfog2: testing full edge computing applications on simu-
ated infrastructure

AWS IoT Device Simulator Ongoing
Test device integration and IoT backend services without
using physical devices

Azure IoT Device Telemetry Sim-
ulator

Ongoing
Simulate telemetry data to Azure products without using
physical devices

Table 4.8: Simulation tools available
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MetricStudy
2019 2020 2021 2022
(100) (103) (104) (105) (106) (107) (108) (109) (110) (111) (112) (113) (102) (114) (115) (116) (117) (118) (119) (120) (121) (122) (123) (124) (125) (126) (127)

Resource utilization ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Resource load ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Accuracy ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Device lifetime ✓

Response time ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Latency time ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Throughput ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Scalability ✓ ✓ ✓

Overhead ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Energy consumption ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Reliability ✓ ✓

Availability ✓

Security ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Privacy ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Fault tolerance ✓

Cost ✓ ✓ ✓

Ease of deployment

Table 4.9: Performance evaluation metric for edge computing systems
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4.3 Reference architecture

The Reference Architecture Healthcare Edge Computing (RAHEC) is shown in fig. 4.6. It

provides a high-level overview of all components in an edge computing system for healthcare

and how different components can interact. The two main components are the User Edge

and the Service Provider Edge and Centralized Data Center, which are further split up

into the layers from the Reference Model (fig. 4.2, originating from the LF-Edge taxonomy

fig. 2.1). The reference architecture was made using an Amazon Web Services stack.

However, due to the similarity in product offerings between different cloud vendors, the

architecture can easily be converted to another cloud vendor. The involvement of different

possible stakeholders is represented in the reference architecture by showing with which

components they can interact.

Embedded Device Edge

Smart Device Edge On-Prem Data Center

User Edge Service Provider Edge Centralized Data Center

HTTP, MQTT, CoAP, AMQP, DDS, XMPP

VPN or Peering or Direct Connect

VPN or Peering or Direct Connect

Pub-Sub 

FreeRTOS | IoT Greengrass | Iot SDK
Arduino Uno Rev | Raspberry PI 4 B | SmartWatch

 

 IoT Greengrass|Linux | Windows

Firewall

Medical facilityPhones / Gateways

 

Mobile SDK/OS | Linux | Windows

Hardware example

Opera�ng systems and middleware examples 

Connec�vity 
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Applica�on

Data
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Lambda
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Storage

Cognito IAM
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Storage, e.g. S3
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Gateway
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Docker Kubernetes
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e.g. mongoDB

User/Pa�ent

IoT onboarding

IoT Device
Defender

IoT Device
Management

IoT cer�ficate

Logging and monitoring

SageMaker

Developers

Admin

Analy�cs

Athena QuickSight
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Developers
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actuators with real-world connec�on

User front-end Pub-Sub bridge

Amplify or custom stack,
e.g. HTML, JS, CSS

Data/ML Engineer

AI and ML

Deep Learning
AMIS

SNSEvents

Aler�ng

Customized
applica�ons

Applies to whole cloud stack

Human involvement

CI/CD
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Figure 4.6: Reference Architecture Healthcare Edge Computing

While the reference architecture provides a quick overview of the recommended struc-

tures in an edge computing healthcare system, there is a lack of detailed information that
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developers can use to develop a system. For that purpose, the detailed information on each

layer given in section 4.2 can be used. By combining the artifacts, the reference architec-

ture functions as a map to find relevant information on recommended products, services,

and technologies for a specific component, leading to faster design decisions.

This methodology of finding relevant information using both artifacts is illustrated in

fig. 4.7, where the focus in the reference architecture is on the connectivity between the

Embedded Device Edge, Smart Device Edge, and On-Prem Data Center. The reference ar-

chitecture provides a brief overview of the relevant technologies that could be used. Com-

plementing this with details on the features of each of the technologies allows developers

to decide which technology should in their use case.

M2MApplication
Layers/Profiles

Network Layers
/ Transport

Layers

Physical / Link
Layers (PHY/MAC)

IPSO OCF
Matter

HomeKit Dotdot (ZCL)
Zigbee 3.0 MIFARE ICODE

Bluetooth Host
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IPv4 / IPv6 Zigbee PRO ISO14443 
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6LoWPAN

Bluetooth IEEE 802.11 IEEE 802.15.4 IEEE 802.15.4g 802.15.4a/z NFC
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- 
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powered
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Wireless Body
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tracking

Medication
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Bluetooth/Wi-Fi
pairing

Reference architecture Reference model - Connectivity Layer

Figure 4.7: Reference architecture subset complemented by information of the Connectivity
layer section 4.2.3
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5

Proof of Concept

In this section, we discuss our proof of concept. First, the artificial medical scenario

is explained. Next, the technical set-up is explained and the influence of the reference

architecture and model are discussed. Lastly, the shortcomings revealed by the proof of

concept are discussed.

We have considered a medical scenario where a patient in a wheelchair wants to inform

medical respondents in the event of a fall over. To realise this, the patient has a constrained

device implanted on the wheelchair, which communicates with a smart device edge in case

of a fall over. This smart device edge in turn communicates with the cloud. In the cloud,

the nearest medical respondent is found and alerted on their smartphone. Only when the

patient in the wheelchair is standing upright again will a notification be sent via the same

route (embedded edge → smart edge → cloud → smartphone) to indicate that the problem

has been solved. The structure of using these three types of computing options was chosen

as it is the most used in identified related works (Scenario 2 from fig. 4.1).

The Proof-of-Concept for this medical scenario is a simplified solution that proves the

feasibility of creating a real-world product using the proposed reference architecture. Fig-

ure 5.1 shows the set up, and what components represent the wheelchair, patient-smartphone,

medical-cloud, and respondent-smartphone. The wheelchair consists of an Arduino Uno R3

board, which is a constrained device edge. The technical specifications are given in ta-

ble 5.11. The patient’s smartphone is represented by an HP-Elitebook x360 1040 G6. The

chosen cloud is AWS, motivated by the fact that it has the largest market share of all

public cloud vendors (27). The respondent’s smartphone can be represented by any de-

vice capable of accessing an email client. The different trigger events and actions of the

proof-of-concept are shown in fig. 5.2. Details are discussed for each component.

1https://docs.arduino.cc/hardware/uno-rev3
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Serial connection

MQTT

SMTP / POP / IMAP (email)

The patient's device (HP-
Elitebook x360 1040 G6) 

Patient's connected
wheelchair (Arduino Uno R3)

Medical respondent device with
email client (Samsung S21)

Central cloud (AWS)

Power

Ground
Tilt switch

FIXED-button

ALERT-button
FIXED-led 

Piezo (sound device)
ALERT-led

Figure 5.1: Proof of concept set-up with embedded device explanation
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Figure 5.2: Connected wheelchair PoC trigger events and actions
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Constrained Device Edge (Arduino Uno R3) has a tilt switch that detects whether

it has fallen over. In the event of a fall-over, a red LED and piezo (sound device) alert people

nearby that the wheelchair has fallen over. These two signals are used as ’independent’

alerts, meaning that even if the edge device has no connection to the smart edge or cloud, it

can perform simple tasks independently. Additionally to the independent alerts, in case of

a fall over, the Constrained Device Edge sends an "ALERT"-message to the Smart Device

over a serial connection. Furthermore, it has a button "FIXED"-button to indicate that

the problem has been solved. If this button is pressed, the red LED and piezo are turned

off, and a "FIXED"-message is sent over the serial connection. Lastly, a "RESET"-button

and green LED are present on the wheelchair. If the "RESET"-button is pressed, the

wheelchair is reset, and the green LED will blink to indicate that the reset is successful.

The logic of this device is written in FreeRTOS, of which the programming language is

C++.

Built-in LED Pin 13
Digital I/O Pins 14
Analog input pins 6

Pins

PWM pins 6
UART Yes
I2C YesCommunication
SPI Yes
I/O Voltage 5V
Input voltage (nominal) 7-12V
DC Current per I/O Pin 20 mA

Power

Power Supply Connector Barrel Plug
Main Processor ATmega328P 16 MHz

Clock speed
USB-Serial Processor ATmega16U2 16 MHz

Memory ATmega328P 2KB SRAM, 32KB FLASH, 1KB EEPROM
Weight 25 g
Width 53.4 mmDimensions
Length 68.6 mm

Table 5.1: Arduino UNO R3 technical specifications
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Smart Device Edge (HP-Elitebook x360 1040 G6) functions as a gateway between

the edge and the cloud. To communicate with the constrained edge device it listens to a

serial port and waits for messages to be sent. As soon as a message is received, it adds

additional information and forwards it to the cloud. The patient’s ID, location, required

aid, and time of the accident are generated by the smart device. It is also responsible for

the authentication to the cloud, which is done by providing the correct X.509 certificates

generated by AWS’s Identity and Access Management (IAM) service. Once the patient

data is generated and the proper authentication is handled, it publishes the message to an

MQTT topic. The logic of this device is programmed in python running on a Linux OS,

using the AWS IoT SDK and other python-libraries (py-serial and python-requests).

Cloud (AWS) is subscribed to the MQTT topic and consumes the messages sent by

the smart device. It verifies the certificates, and in case they are valid, the AWS IoT

Core sends the data to Lambda (a serverless function service). The Lambda function uses

another service, Simple Email Service, to send an email to the medical respondent. In

case the MQTT message was an "ALERT", the medical respondent receives the patient

data. In the case of a "FIXED"-message, the medical respondent is informed that the aid

is no longer required. The performance of different AWS services and possible errors can

be tracked using CloudWatch and CloudTrail.

The influence of the reference model and architecture is visible in several design deci-

sions. The structure of using an constrained device - smart device - cloud fits in to the

recommended structure of dividing the User Edge and Centralized Data Center into sep-

arate components. Regarding hardware, the Constrained and Smart devices adhere to the

recommended specifications, and the hardware decisions in the cloud are irrelevant as we

were not using Infrastructure-as-a-Service, only Platform- and Software-as-a-Service. The

operating systems chosen, FreeRTOS and Linux, adhere to the recommendations. FreeR-

TOS was chosen because it has a small footprint, is supported by the AWS-stack, allows

multiple tasks to run simultaneously, and has convenient libraries for serial communication.

Linux, running on the smart device, is the typical choice for gateway devices. In case the

proof-of-concept was implemented using a smartphone, Android and iOS would have been

more logical choices. Connectivity of the proof-of-concept consists of serial connection be-

tween the constrained and smart device and a MQTT-exchange between the smart device

and cloud. The serial-USB connection was chosen due to the lack of network modules

for the Arduino Uno R3, more logical would be a Bluetooth-low-energy connection using
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MQTT. The MQTT exchange is the recommended protocol for AWS IoT Core, addition-

ally, section 4.2.3 discussed several reasons (latency, bandwidth, and energy consumption)

why MQTT is the preferred protocol. The middleware layer consists of FreeRTOS at the

constrained device and AWS IoT Core in the smart device and cloud. Using this middle-

ware stack allowed the usage of MQTT, X.509 CA Certificates and the support for Python

in the SDK. It is in line with the recommendations, which stated that it is typical to use

the middleware provided by the used cloud vendor. The data layer should ensure data-

security at-rest and in-transit. In the PoC, the only data that is stored (at-rest) is on the

gateway device, and it solely includes a patient’s ID, no personal information, which makes

the storage easier because no regulation has to be considered. No patient data is stored

in the cloud, only processed on the fly. Regarding data in transit, the serial connection

between the constrained and smart device can be seen as insufficient because there is no

encryption, however, as there is a physical connection, it is assumed the user of the PoC

can ensure that no security breaches occur. As mentioned before, using a Bluetooth-low-

energy connection would be preferable, and in such case, a secure MQTT connection could

be used between the constrained device and an AWS IoT MQTT broker on the smart de-

vice. The MQTT connection between the patient and cloud is secured using TLS 1.2 and

the requirement of a verified X.509 certificate. The application layer provided information

on application features that could be used for specific use cases. This was heavily used

during the development of the PoC (for example, by using the dedicated Simple Email

Service). Regarding the overall security of the PoC, not all threats/challenges mentioned

in table 4.6 were considered and mitigated. Some of these were not considered as they were

irrelevant, such as the frequency jamming that has no impact on the constrained device as

it has no dependence on frequencies, and others, such as data at rest, should be covered if

the connected-wheelchair was to be implemented as a real product.

Besides showing the validity of the reference model and architecture, the goal of the

proof-of-concept was to reveal the shortcoming of this study. First of all, reoccurring

advice is to follow the recommendations of the cloud provider, this however led to a large

dependence on AWS in the proof-of-concept (RTOS, middleware, and connectivity) which

causes the overall system to be less flexible when it comes to shifting over to another

cloud vendor. By using more platform-independent products/technologies, this could be

prevented, for example, by replacing AWS IoT with Cumulocity. Next, for the cross-

layer concerns real-time, scalability, and resilience basic information on which products

and technologies can be used to ensure these are covered in a specific layer is provided.

However, no recommendations are given on ensuring coverage throughout the system. An
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example is the usage of freeRTOS on the constrained devices, which allows for hard real-time

inferences and resilience, but without a smart device that is capable of ensuring the same

real-timeness and resilience, the complete healthcare system is still unable to guarantee

solutions to the cross-layer concerns. Lastly, the reference architecture (fig. 4.6) shows an

overwhelming amount of application features, of which typically only a small subset will

be used per use-case, causing the main goal of making design decisions easier to be partly

compromised.

A complete replication package, including detailed installation instructions and a video

showing the working of this PoC, is provided on the GitHub page of this proof-of-concept1.

1https://github.com/lucasdegeus/master_thesis_ldg_PoC
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6

Conclusion and Future Work

We have introduced the fast-growing field of edge computing for healthcare as a solution to

overcome the shortcomings of traditional cloud computing. The field has gained significant

attention from industry and academia in the form of research, investments, and available

products. This creates new capabilities and opportunities for edge computing healthcare

systems. However, it requires more and more design decisions to be considered during the

development of such a system. While reference models and architectures for similar fields

exist, the healthcare domain brings additional requirements such as higher availability,

response time, robustness, and compliance with regulations.

To support developers in the medical domain, we studied how an edge computing sys-

tem for healthcare should be architected (RQ). Taking a similar approach as the authors

of RAMI4.0 and RAMEC, we have created a three-dimensional (6x6x6) reference model

consisting of layers, types of edges, and cross-layer concerns. This results in 216 different

views that could be considered during the development of a healthcare edge computing

system. Detailed information on recommended products and structures for each layer is

given, allowing developers to make faster design decisions. To support this, we proposed

the Reference Architecture Healthcare Edge Computing (RAHEC), which provides a high-

level overview of the recommendations that originate from the reference model. It can

be used as a map to find relevant information on products, services, and technologies for

specific components. The architecture uses AWS products and services but can easily be

converted to other popular clouds as the information per layer considers multiple clouds.

To evaluate the usefulness and possible shortcomings of RAHEC, we implemented a

proof-of-concept. The PoC represents a connected wheelchair that can alert humans in

the direct physical environment of the patient and a medical respondent via email in case

of a fall over. The PoC used a constrained device, a gateway, and a cloud. It was shown
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that RAHEC could be used for many design decisions throughout the different layers. The

main issues of the current RAHEC that were revealed by the PoC include the bias towards

cloud vendor products/services, the focus on solving cross-layer concerns per layer instead

of throughout the entire system, and a vast amount of features shown in the architecture

while only a small subset is used per use-case.

Additionally, we studied how developers can comply with regulations (SQ1) and evaluate

their medical systems (SQ2). We used The Netherlands as a case study to identify all

relevant laws and legislation for medical applications and provided international standards

that help developers achieve compliance. When it comes to evaluation, we found that it is

highly dependent on the use case, and unbiased frameworks should be used. We provided

17 possible evaluation metrics and referenced related work for each metric.

The proposed reference model and RAHEC form a basis for standardising the devel-

opment of healthcare edge computing systems. However, the acceptance and adoption of

the proposed artifacts are most important for them to become valuable. Therefore, future

work should focus on identifying other state-of-the-art works and extending the proposed

artifacts with these works. As the field is very industry-driven, it is important to gain

support from large organisations. The cross-layer concerns should be emphasised more in

future work to ensure that systems developed using RAHEC are functional throughout all

layers. The development of more comprehensive proofs-of-concept and possibly real-world

applications will bring even more shortcomings of RAHEC to light. From the knowledge of

these shortcomings, the models can be further improved. Lastly, the information provided

per layer must be kept up to date to ensure that state-of-the-art products, services, and

technologies are recommended. This can be realised by closely following new developments

provided by academia and industry.
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